
in a number of countries, some people think it is necessary to spend large sums of money on 
constructing new railway lines for very fast trains. Others believe the money should be spent on 
improving existing public transport. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion

Saying that spending national budget on building a fast train system, people believe that the fast train 
is crucial for cities’ transportation. Conversely, others think that governments should improve the 
existing public transportations. Although in my view national budget should be spent equally on the 
fast rail system and the current public transportation, this subject sparks a great controversy among 
people.

Nowadays, people are of the opinion that fast trains are more beneficial than other old-fashioned 
transportations especially for big cities and countries where people want arrive to at their destination 
as soon as possible. For instance, big cities such as new New York, İstanbul and shanghai grow fast in 
terms of space. Also population in these cities increase day by day. Because of lake lack of proper and 
a high speed transportation system, people find it a big challenge to travel and get to work on time 
every day. Trains can carry a great number of passengers and goods at a time in comparison with 
other systems. Plus high speed trains can reduce the traffic congestion and it they areis safe as well.

On the other hand, others think that a high speed rail system has a hight-tech technology, so some 
narrowfew countries can install this system properly. Therefore, investing in high speed rail transport 
has/involves a great cost and for this reason many countries cannot pay this money at a short time. 
Totally the government should concentrate on the existing public transportations and solve their 
problems instead of investing in new trains.

In conclusion, in my view nations should spend money in on both hight speed trains and the existing 
transportations equally. In the future in consideration of growing population and cities’ space both 
actions are needed.


